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We prove a conjecture of A. A. Gonchar on local rational approximation, and
give a partial proof of a second conjecture concerning uniform convergence.
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In [1], Gonchar has stated three conjectures concerning rational
approximation of analytic functions. Here we prove the first conjecture (in
a somewhat more general form). In addition, we partially prove the second
and third conjectures. The basic results to be used have been established in
[2-5].

Following the formulation in [1], we assume that

CD

ff(z) = I j~z-n,
n=O

Izi > Rff(Rrr = lim Ifn II!n < (0) ,
11-+ ,=c

(1)

and that f is the complete analytic function corresponding to the function
element ff For n EN, we define vn(ff) := sup{ v(jI- r); r E ~n}, where v(g)
is the multiplicity of the zero of g at z = 0, and ~n is the collection of all
rational functions of degree at most n.

For any n EN, there exists essentially a unique function nn E .o/ln such that
v(ff- nn) = vn(ff). It is called the nth diagonal Pade approximant to the
function element (1) (cf. [6, Sect. 73]). If the Pade table associated with (1)
is normal (cf. [6,Sect.74, Satz3J), then we have vn(ff)=2n+l for all
n E N, but this is a rather special property of (1). It is easy to see that, in
general, we have

vn(ff) > n

3

for n EN. (2)
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From a theorem on the block-structure of Pade tables [6, Sect. 74, Satz 2J,
it follows that there exists an infinite sequence N s N, depending on/I; with

vIlUf) > 2n for n E N. (3 )

The next theorem determines the asymptotic behavior of vnUj'), as
n ---+ oc, under assumptions on (1) which are far less restrictive than nor
mality of the Pade table associated with (I).

THEOREM I. fl.!!' is an element ol a (possibly multi-valued) non-rational
analytic function f, and if all singularities off are contained in a set S siC of
(logarithmic) capacity zero, then

I
lim - vl/(.IJ) = 2.

/1- "j: n
(4 )

Remarks. (1) Theorem I is a generalization of Conjecture 1 in [1].
There it is only assumed that f has a finite number of singular points.

(2) Iff is an algebraic function, then, of course, its set of singularities
is finite. Tn this case, Theorem I has been proved in [7] as a functional
analog of the well-known Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem of number theory.

(3) If there are no further restrictions of if beyond (1), then Eg. (4)
will, in general, not be true. This can immediately be seen by considering
lacunary power series (cr. [1, (4)]).

(4) In [1], the connection of Eq. (4) with a classification of possible
lacunae in the sequence of Hankel determinants associated with (I) is
sketched.

(5) With 1'1 := aV
(), a> 1, we can define a metric

dUT, gg) := Iff- ggl on the set of all function elements (1). With respect to
this metric, the Pade approximant is the best rational approximant (cf.
[1]). This phenomenon is the motivation for the use of the term "local
approximation" in [1].

Proolof Theorem I. For any n EN, there exist (not necessarily unique)
polynomials P II and QIl of degree ~n, with

and

for z ---+ 00, (5 )

(6)
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(d. [6, Sect. 73, Satz 1]). It follows rather immediately from (5) (cf. [2,
Lemma 3.12]) that, for R I > Rrr,

and

for 1= 0, ..., n - 1, (7 )

for Izi > R 1 , where In(z) is defined by the second equality in (8). According
to [3, Theorem 2], under the assumptions made in Theorem 1, all zeros of
the polynomials Qn' n EN, up to a vanishing proportion, cluster on a com
pact set, which is characterized by minimal (logarithmic) capacity and the
property that f is single valued and analytic in its complement. In par
ticular, it follows from [3, Theorem 2] that

. I dhm - eg v(Qn) = 1.
n _:c n

(9)

Let now E R := {izi ~ R}, R> R 1, and let in' n EN, be the number of zeros
of In(z) on E R • By [4, Theorem 2(iii)], under the assumptions made in
Theorem 1,

1· in1m -=a.
n_ x n

(10)

Since, by (8), 2degr(Qn)-in~vn(ff)~2degr(Qn)' (9) and (10)
immediately imply (4). Q.E.D.

We shall now discuss the last two conjectures of [1], which are concer
ned with uniform approximation of ff or f, respectively, on sets E R' R> Rlf
(ffis analytic on E R ). By Pn(ff), nE N, we denote the best approximation
of (1) on ERin .o/ln' i.e.,

(11 )

where 11'11 is the sup norm on E R' If (1) satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem 1, then, as proved in [8] (cf. also [9]), there exists a unique
compact set Ks {izi ~Rrr} fulfilling the following requirements: (i) f is
single-valued in the complement of K,

(12 )

where cap(', E R ) denotes the condenser or Green's capacity (cf. [10]), and
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the infimum in (12) is taken over all compact sets V ~ { 1::-1 ~ RIf} satisfying
(i) (with V replacing K) and, finally, (iii) K is contained in all compact sets
V which satisfy (i) and (ii). Using generalized (multi-point) Pade
approximants in [5, Theorem 2] we obtain

THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we have

lim P (/() 1/11 ~ a1
II .. /f

11-:Z

(13 )

withaff:=exp(-cap(K,ER) I).

Remarks. ( 1) Theorem 2 proves Conjecture 2 of [1] only for function
elements (1) satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1; for the other cases
the conjecture remains open. We note that in [IJ, instead of (13) it has
only been conjectured that

I· (f()1/1l 21m PII 1.. . ~ af!'
n -f

(14)

Indeed, it may well be true that (14), but not (13), can be proved for any
element

(1) The results of [11 J indicate that the technique of the Pade
approximation is not likely to supply a general proof for (13).

(2) The special definition of E R is not really necessary in Theorem 2.
Without essential complications the theorem can be extended to any con
tinuum in the closed complex plane on which (1) has an analytic con
tinuation.

Finally we comment on Conjecture 3 of [1 J: One half of this conjecture,
i.e., the assertion that lim of the left side of [1, (7) J is ~ al! has been proved
by Theorem 2. It is possible to also prove the other half for the function
elements of (1) that satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1; but the proof is
too long to be presented here, and will be published e1swhere.
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